
What do you think about tanks? Are they another non-sense that humans created? Or have they 
helped people much?
      Thank you for reading! :)

 These tanks were English.
Half of them were armored with 7.92mm 
machine-guns others with 37mm 
cannons. 

There are 4 types of tanks
1. Light tanks- they were made to help 

support soldiers and scout.

2. Medium tanks- they were made to destroy enemy vechiles and
for direct hits to front line.

3. Heavy tanks- they were made to destroy enemy tanks or to destroy enemy forts.

5. Super heavy tanks- These type of tanks are less known. 
These tanks are very heavy (sometimes more than 100 
tonnes). They had to be enormous, they had to have very 
powerful guns and very strong armor.
For example in world war 1 Germany designed super heavy 
tank “K-wagen”.

Nowdays one more tank type exists . It is named “main battle tank”. It’s supposed to have 
modern technologies (as reactive armor, autoloader, mortars and much more) new type of 
armor like reactive armor, powerful guns (most 120mm) and high mobility in many 
areas. Modern American tank now is “m1 Abrams”, germany has “leopard 2” and Japan’s 
“Type 10”.

Here’s second part about tanks!

In interwar period Lithuania bought 18 Vickers M1933.

In 1938 Lithuania ordered 21 Pz. 38(t) but none 
has reached Lithuania because Nazy’s occupied 
Czechoslovakia.
Pz. 38(t) were great because they were of very 
good quality and easy to repair. They had 37mm 
cannons. This model was discontinued because in 
the second world war that wasn’t enough.

In world war 2 Nazy’s designed 188tonne “Mous”(one prototype with turret built) and even larger 1 000 
tonne "Landkreuzer P. 1000 Ratte” or biggest of all 1 500 tonne “Landkreuzer P. 1500 
Monster”(“landkreuzer’s” project closed in 1943).

Other nations also maded super heavy tanks 
like america’s “t95” or france tog 2
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Let’s get back to world war 2.
This was war were first time tanks were main power on land.  
Biggest tank battle is “battle of Kursk” in 1943 July. Then nazy’s fought with soviet union. In that battle  
over 8000 tanks were deployed, over 3 000 000 million soldiers and about 5 000 aircrafts.
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4. Tanks destroyers - Most tank destroyers turrets couldn’t move. They were made 
to destroy enemy tanks from very far distance.
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